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The Atrium
Client: University of Glamorgan

Location: Cardiff, UK

Project Value: £15.8M
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“The Atrium” for Glamorgan University 

The University’s vision required a bold architectural statement, 

a building that would provide a new landmark for Cardiff City centre, 

and a facility that outwardly projected an open, inclusive and welcoming 

presence onto Adam Street.  The project was to be a showcase for 

the inter-action of design, the arts, media, performing arts, music 

and cultural studies providing state-of-the-art facilities, inspiring 

environments and a new image for the University. 

When Glamorgan University set up their ambitious brief, within an 

extremely challenging timescale and restricted budget, we realised that 

we would have to work collaboratively with the whole team to realise 

their vision.

The former Telephone Exchange in Cardiff was purchased by the 

University of Glamorgan following an intensive series of feasibility 

studies in Cardiff city centre.  
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Its particular situation close to the city centre and valley line station, 

offered a unique opportunity for the University to transfer (from its 

Treforest Campus) and strengthen their growing school of Creative and 

Cultural Industries. 

Following a series of intensive consultation workshops, and detailed 

spatial analysis exercises between the University and the Design Team, 

a comprehensive brief was agreed. 

The building contains spaces including 200 seat multi-purpose theatre, 

200 seat cinema / lecture theatre, large practice theatre, television 

studio and 5 recording studios, 2 dance studios, 2 radio studio, 

various music and drama rehearsal rooms, café, exhibition spaces, 

learning resource centre, various editing suites and computer labs, 

broadcast news room, academic and administration staff spaces, film 

and photographic studio, various design studios, post graduate and 

research unit, and various general purpose teaching spaces 

A key aspiration of the building was to create a ‘place’ that would provide 

inter-active, flexible spaces and environments that would encourage 

expression and inspire creativity through interesting, dynamic, 

energised, spatial experiences.  An atrium and street links the existing 

building with the new extension providing the focal point for the facility, 

and a forum for the essential visual and physical interplay of students 

and staff.  The building, expresses the specific character of the individual 

spaces it contains, providing them with the opportunity for visual inter-

action with both the public outside, and the other users inside. 

The departments and academics have been persuaded to work together 

in a collaborative way, eschewing their former closed cellular offices 

and separate domains.  This has proved highly successful in terms in 

improving the efficiency and flexibility of the final spaces.

The success of this building is obvious, exceeding the Universities 

ambitious business plan in terms of numbers of student applications 

and the retention rate.  This building has outstripped the wildest 

aspirations of the Vice Chancellor to attract students and is so 

successful, that we are now looking at an extension for them, only 1 year 

after it’s completion. The building has improved graduate recruitment 

by 65% and the flexible design spaces have transformed the teaching 

approach.

“The iconic design has presented a 
national focus for the creative industries 

in Wales and has brought a national 
profile to the new Faculty.”

“Our recruitment of undergraduate 
students has increased by 65%, well above 

the UK national average for 
this subject area.“

.  

Professor Peter Robertson,  
Cardiff School of Creative and Cultural Industries


